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180 WELLINGTON

To best accentuate the limestone
façade, 3000K white light was
specified across all three sides.

Ottawa Does
a 180

A landmark building at 180 Wellington shines, as a
lighting master plan comes alive
By Paul Tarricone
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180 WELLINGTON
and energy savings. Moreover, the plan calls for “highlighting
buildings, monuments, streets and public spaces that have
unique architectural attributes…”
The building at 180 Wellington certainly fits that criteria.
Facing Parliament Hill, the 90-year-old, six-story structure has
three principal façades, each in a monumental colonnaded
Beaux-Arts style. Two upper stories and a side extension were
added in the late 1950s. A Recognized Federal Heritage Building, 180 Wellington today serves members of the Canadian
Parliament.

A PLAN TAKES SHAPE
Lightemotion, Montreal, was responsible for the lighting
master plan for Ottawa’s Parliamentary Precinct and several
neighboring precincts. 180 Wellington proved to be a worthy
candidate for rolling out the master plan in that area of the city.
The lighting, though, is only part of a $425-million interior and
exterior renovation that included restoration of the marbleclad lobby, upgraded mechanical systems, an interior twostory atrium and, for good measure, a living wall with plants
watered by recycled rainwater.
Given that the building previously had not been lighted with
exterior fixtures, the client (Public Works and Government
Services Canada) demanded a design that would respect the
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historical context of the Parliamentary Precinct. With that in
mind, Lightemotion and architect Norr sought to bring forth
the subtlety of the building’s Beaux-Arts architecture and “set
a tone for the luminous environment at night in the capital region,” says François Roupinian, principal/design director for
Lightemotion.
To set that subtle tone, Lightemotion was determined to “avoid
flooding the building with light,” Roupinian adds. “Delicate ac-

istrict by district, street by street, building by building,

cents on key architectural features preserve the historic integrity

even brick by brick, Ottawa’s lighting master plan will

of the architecture while maintaining a cohesive luminous envi-

be revealed. One of the first projects is the façade at

ronment with the neighboring buildings.”

180 Wellington. The structure was illuminated as part of the
National Capital Commission (NCC’s) 10-year “Capital Illumination Plan.” Implementation of the plan began this year to
coincide with Canada’s 150 anniversary.
th

WARM AND CLASSY
The façade at 180 Wellington is limestone with a granite
base. Lightemotion specified a consistent color temperature

A “lighting master plan” means different things to different

of 3000K while lighting all three sides of the building. Delicate

cities. In the case of Ottawa and the city of Gatineau, it encom-

lighting meant no RGB color-changing effects; the white light

passes the urban and natural environment, artistic lighting

provides a natural glow on the façade without altering the
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180 WELLINGTON

Fixtures disappear
into the façade and were
mounted between
columns and on
cornices and pilasters.
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tonality of the natural stone. “I tested different

three days from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m. The fourth day

color temperatures during the mock-ups and de-

we set the lighting level intensity for each lighting

cided to go with 3000K everywhere,” says Lighte-

direction in order to respect the master plan and

motion’s Davy De Sousa. “I found that 3000K was

create the desired lighting effects.”

perfect with the limestone. Warm but still classy.”

Fixtures are mounted between columns and on

De Sousa adds that the mock-ups and subse-

cornices and pilasters. Lumenpulse supplied two

quent commissioning “were taken very seriously.

types of LED luminaires (253 total) for the project.

Mock-ups allowed the fixtures to be positioned to

One of the grazer types varies in length from 1 to

ensure that the different elements of the building

4 ft, while the other measures 2 ft. The luminaires

were properly featured. “For each lighting direc-

are not visible, and no glare effects are visible to

tion, a mock-up was done and a specific fixture

passersby from any angle of the building. Light-

location (distance from the façade) was given to

emotion and Lumenpulse designed shrouds, or

the electrical contractor,” De Sousa adds. “I had a

cages, around some of the fixtures that match

great and meticulous electrician with me during

the limestone, allowing them to disappear within

commissioning. We aimed the three façades for

the façade.
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Some of the
Lumenpulse fixture
family was ultimately
outfitted with custom
shrouds to ensure
no glare effects for
passersby.

DALI SOLUTION
“At the heart of the design,” notes Roupinian, is a DALI system which allows each fixture
to be individually controlled. Lighting levels can
be specifically tailored to each area of the build-

the DESIGNERS

fast facts
François Roupinian, IALD, Member
IES (2012), is founder, principal and
design director for Lightemotion,
Montreal and Toronto.

•

•

ing depending on the nature of the architectural
features and reflectivity of the surfaces. “This allows us to create stunning illumination that can
be programmed to include different nuances and
contrasts across the various façades of the building.” Simply put, lighting a previously unlit façade
amounts to a complete 180 for 180 Wellington. 
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Davy De Sousa is a lighting
designer/project manager with
Lightemotion.
•

The façade
was previously
unlit.
Multiple mockups produced
a 3000K color
temperature in
this all-white
LED installation.
Fixtures are
hidden within
the façade.
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